Due to openness and lack of authentication, like other members of the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Club, BeiDou-II civilian navigation signals are vulnerable to all kinds of spoofing attacks. As a result, both the positioning and timing functions of BeiDou-II civil satellite navigation are likely to be controlled by the spoofer. In this paper, an anti-spoofing scheme of BeiDou-II Navigation Message Authentication & Spread Spectrum Information (BD-II NMA&SSI) is proposed by using SM cryptographic algorithms and spread spectrum information to resist spoofing attacks. The SM cryptographic algorithms are used for generating authentication information to detect spoofing attacks. The spread spectrum information is to protect the authentication information in the D2 navigation messages from modification. Experimental results show that the scheme guarantees the authenticity of BD-II satellite navigation messages, meets the requirement of anti-spoofing and takes a rather less effect on the satellite navigation system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, satellite navigation has been widely used in various fields of the world. From the perspective of civil navigation signal application, satellite navigation has been deployed in industries such as air traffic management (ATM) and marine transportation as an infrastructure [1] . With the development of technology, the security of satellite navigation system cannot be guaranteed [2] - [4] . There are many examples to illustrate the insecurity of GNSS signals. In February 2018, the US Maritime Administration discovered some strange phenomena. They found multiple GPS interference events on ships and aircraft operating in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea. These interferences can cause GPS signals to be lost. As a result, this situation will further affect devices based on GPS timing and communication [5] . Furthermore, Todd Humphreys' team successfully demonstrated the civil GPS receiver can be spoofed by the spoofer [6] . In their The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chi-Yuan Chen . demonstration, the civil aviation unmanned aerial was controlled by the spoofer in flight phases, yet the pilot didn't know it [7] . Hence, the spoofing attack can seriously affect the positioning of civilian navigation devices.
The BeiDou-II civil satellite navigation system lacks navigation message protection. As a result, the system will face serious security threats and be vulnerable to spoofing attacks. In order to ensure the accuracy of the timing and positioning, the signal-based anti-spoofing methods and the information-based anti-spoofing method are proposed to resist the spoofing attack. Many scholars have applied signal-based anti-spoofing methods to satellite navigation systems. For example, Kyle D. Wesson, Brian L. Evants and Todd E. Humphrey [8] had developed a method based on received power estimation. Their method can distinguish the normal satellite signal from the multipath-affected signal, spoofing signal and jamming signal. According to the analysis of experimental results, the false alarm rate was set below 0.5%. When the interference signal was set as the spoofing signal, only 29.13% were detected as the spoofing VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ and others were considered as jamming. Since the above experimental results are theoretical values, the scheme still needs to be tested in a real spoofing environment in future work. Ali Jafarnia Jahromi and Ali Broumandan [9] proposed a method of several signal quality monitoring (SQM) metrics to detect spoofing signals. They detected spoofing signals by observing an abnormally shaped or asymmetric correlation peaks. They also calculated appropriate interference detection thresholds based on these metrics. However, the determination of these thresholds will change as the spoofing environment changes. Weikong Qi, Yu Zhang, Xiaohui Liu [10] developed an anti-spoofing method based on doppler frequency shift. According to the simulation result, when the receiver was dynamic and suffering the spoofing attack, the doppler frequency shift was abnormal. Based on this feature, the receiver can detect spoofing attacks in time. Nonetheless, the threshold of detecting spoofing attack is not easy to determine. The reason is that the threshold is not only related to the spoofing environment, but also related to the speed of the receiver in a variable speed motion.
As the environment changes, the signal-based antispoofing method is not accurate. However, contrary to information-based anti-spoofing methods, signal-based antispoofing methods are far from absolute [11] . As a branch of information-based anti-spoofing methods, cryptographybased anti-spoofing method have recently become more mature. Cryptography-based anti-spoofing methods have high security. Therefore, we propose an anti-spoofing based on SM series cryptographic algorithms. In this paper, we use the SM series cryptographic (SM2 [12] , [13] , SM3 [14] and SM4 [15] ) algorithms to encrypt the navigation message information. In addition, in order to avoid the tampering of the authentication information, we propose to insert the SSI between subframe 1 and subframe 2 in D2 navigation messages to ensure the integrity of the authentication information.
The structure of this paper is arranged as follows. Section II introduces related works. Section III analyzes spoofing process and introduces the BeiDou-II D2 navigation messages. Section IV proposes the overall anti-spoofing scheme. Section V shows the experiments and results analysis. Section VI summaries this paper and discusses the future work.
II. RELATED WORKS
In order to achieve better resistance to spoofing attacks, many scholars have proposed cryptography-based anti-spoofing methods to ensure the integrity of navigation messages. These methods can be classified into Navigation Message Authentication (NMA), Spreading Code Authentication (SCA) and combined authentication method.
A. NAVIGATION MESSAGE AUTHENTICATION (NMA)
For civilian GNSS navigation messages, some scholars have proposed the NMA method. In this method, the sender generates authentication information by using encryption algorithms (eg. a digital signature or a navigation message authentication code). The receiver decrypts the authentication information through the key of the encryption algorithm. By analyzing the decrypted results, the receiver verifies the integrity of the navigation message. According to the above process, the receiver can achieve the purpose of resisting spoofing attacks.
Koichi CHINO [16] built an experimental platform of spoofing attacks to detect anti-spoofing performance. The sender encrypts the QZSS L1C/A partial navigation message by using the RSA asymmetric encryption algorithm. The ciphertext is called signature which is inserted into the QZSS L1SAIF navigation message for transmission. The receiver verifies the signature to decide whether the receiving message is spoofing message or not. However, this scheme does not take other factors such as signal transmission protocols, key management into consideration. Therefore, the overall security of the system cannot be effectively guaranteed. Kyle Wesson and Mark Rothlisberger [11] used elliptic curve digital signature algorithms to generate signatures for navigation messages. The sender inserts the signature into the GPS civil navigation message (CNAV) and transmits CNAV. The receiver authenticates the integrity of CNAV by decrypting the signature. In addition, this scheme can detect replay spoofing attacks with probability of detection greater than 0.97 for a false alarm probability of 0.001. However, this scheme lacks detection in a real environment to judge actual performance. Wu Zhijun [17] proposed a scheme to protect BeiDou-II navigation message based on ECDSA algorithm. He not only analyzed the authentication rate of their scheme in the gauss noise environments, but also designed a complete key exchange process based BeiDou-II navigation system. The experimental simulation shows that the BeiDou navigation system based on ECDSA encryption has a better anti-spoofing ability.
The above schemes are based on digital signatures to realize NMA. However, the scheme using signature will cause the problem of complicated calculation, large communication overhead and weak robustness of the system. Therefore, some scholars have proposed using Timed Efficient Steam Loss-Tolerant Authentication (TESLA) protocol to solve the above problem and resist spoofing attack. Ignacio Fernández Hernández [18] proposed a concept of one-way key chains for all senders and cross authentication based on the TESLA protocol. In this scheme, the sender encrypts the navigation message using a one-way key chain. The receiver only needs to receive this key from any satellite to perform identity authentication. This scheme not only enhances the robustness of the system, but also allows satellites to cross-identify neighboring satellites, which can cope with various multi-star spoofing problems. However, this scheme has poor detection performance for replay spoofing attacks in some environments. Gianluca Caparra [19] proposed the one-way key chains generation algorithm model for the TESLA protocol. This model provides an estimated collision probability and an upper bound to the entropy of keys generated. The experimental results show that this scheme can improve the robustness of the system. However, this scheme is only for theoretical analysis and lacks simulation under real spoofing environment.
The TESLA protocol requires loose time synchronization between the sender and the receiver. In addition, considering that an anti-spoofing scheme adopting only one encryption authentication scheme cannot resist multiple spoofing attacks, some scholars have proposed a scheme combining TESLA with other encryption algorithms. Muzi Yuan [20] used the ECDSA algorithm combined with the TESLA protocol to protect the BeiDou civil navigation signal. In their scheme, the ECDSA algorithm is used to ensure the reliability of the BeiDou civil signal in the transmission process. The TESLA protocol is used to improve the authentication efficiency of the receiver. Although the scheme has high authentication efficiency, the resistance performance against multi-star spoofing attacks remains to be analyzed. Andrew J. Kerns [21] proposed a hybrid scheme of ECDSA and TESLA. He gave a civil navigation message authentication scheme from the aspects of authentication efficiency and implementation feasibility. The experiment result shows that this scheme greatly reduced the overhead of the user terminal while protecting the navigation message.
B. SPREADING CODE AUTHENTICATION (SCA)
SCA is one of the cryptography-based anti-spoofing methods. The method protects unencrypted public spreading codes by inserting some unpredictable chips into the spreading code.
Oscar Pozzobon [22] proposed a concept of signal authentication sequence (SAS). The SAS code generation is related to both the length of the SAS code and the first chip observation time of the stream cipher. On the ground segment, the sender encrypts the spreading code and uploads it to the satellite. On the space segment, signal authentication sequences are transmitted in the open-signal data messages. On the user segment, the receiver uses the received SAS to generate the spreading code which correlates with the decrypted spreading code. Through these processes, the receiver compares the calculated correlation peak with the saved correlation threshold to detect the spoofing signals. Oscar Pozzobon [23] further studied the SCA scheme to propose a novel scheme for authentication of open GNSS signals using supersonic codes (a solution that provides hybrid authentication). In this scheme, he multiplexed the supersonic code with the block cipher encryption of the spreading code. He also used code shift keying modulation to demodulate the encrypted spreading code at the receiver. Through the above process, the speed of GNSS signal authentication is accelerated, and the ability to resist reply attacks is enhanced. Furthermore, he analyzed the designed scheme based on known spoofing attacks. From the analysis results, the open GNSS signals using supersonic codes have better anti-spoofing performance and lower authentication delay. G. Kuhn [24] proposed a concept of hidden markers to implement the secret transmission of spreading codes. The hidden marker is a rectangular pulse of duration δ. It broadcasts with direct spread spectrum (DSSS) modulation by using a previously unpublished spreading sequence. The receiver can detect complex spoofing attacks by recording the arrival time of the hidden makers.
C. COMBINED AUTHENTICATION METHOD
There are some schemes that combine navigation message authentication with spreading code authentication. For example, Gkougkas [25] proposed a two-component signal based on the combination of NMA and SCA. One signal component is a normal navigation signal, which uses an encryption algorithm to protect the navigation message. The other signal component is a low power authentication signal that is used to verify the reliability of the spreading code. The sender can modulate and transmit information through the two-component signal to protect the navigation message. However, the receiver receiving the key may be delayed in release, which will affect the real-time location of the system. Davide Margaria and Beatrice Motella [26] proposed a scheme based on SCA and NMA. From the perspective of navigation message authentication, the scheme used a TESLA keychain to encrypt navigation messages. From the perspective of spreading code authentication, the scheme used code-shift-keying (CSK) modulation to insert message authentication code into the spreading code. Both authentication schemes are implemented by a tentative time schedule. The experimental results show that the scheme has better resistance to estimated spoofing attacks and can meet different security requirements of users. However, this scheme requires the receiver to have loose time synchronization. Davide Margaria and Beatrice Motella [27] analyzed the feasibility of existing civil GNSS signal authentication schemes. By combining multiple spoofing methods, they proposed a more comprehensive encryption and authentication scheme for the next generation of civilian GNSS signals. However, the feasibility of scheme strongly depends on the complexity and compatibility of the receiving system.
Combined with the research status in recent years, a navigation message authentication scheme can be designed to utilize different components of the signal. According to the above description, the NMA methods denote the protection of the navigation message (the full data frame or a portion of it), and the SCA methods implement protection for spreading codes. Therefore, both NMA and SCA methods can protect the transmission of civil navigation signals to a certain extent. Combining the advantages of NMA scheme and SCA scheme, we propose an anti-spoofing scheme called BD-II-NMA&SSI based on navigation message authentication and spread spectrum information protection.
III. THE SPOOFING PROCESS ANALYSIS AND BD-II D2 NAVIGATION MESSAGE INTRODUCTION
Since the signal parameters and message structure of civil satellite navigation systems have been opened to the public, malicious spoofers are likely to forge civilian satellite navigation signals. A spoofer can launch a spoofing attack to affect and even control the receiver's positioning result. Figure 1 is the process of spoofing structure diagram assumed in this paper [17] .
Step 1: Under normal circumstances, both the deceiver and the receiver will receive satellite signals transmitted from the satellite. The spoofer generates a spoofing signal after analyzing the satellite signal.
Step 2: In order to spoof the receiver more effectively, the spoofer not only gradually adjusts the PN (pseudo-noise) code phase of the spoofing signal and the spoofing signal carrier phase, but also gradually increases the power of the spoofing signal.
Step 3: The spoofer generates a blocking signal to force the receiver to re-acquisition of the satellite signal. Since the power of the spoofing signal received by the receiver is greater than the power of the true signal, the receiver considers the spoofing signal to be a true signal and receives it, while the true signal is considered to be multipath interference and is not captured by the receiver. The spoofer gradually controls the phase-locked loop of the receiver and affects the positioning result of the receiver (user) [28] .
A. SPOOF ATTACK ANALYSIS
According to the spoofing information sent by the spoofer, the spoofing attack can be divided into the meaconing attack and the generated spoofing attack [29] , [30] . The characteristics of these spoofing attacks are as follows.
Meaconing attack refers to the spoofing attack that the spoofer will perform high-power broadcasting of non-realtime satellite signals, thereby affecting the positioning result of the receiver. Although the navigation message of the military satellite signal is encrypted and the encryption key is not disclosed, the spoofing mode of the broadcast non-realtime satellite signal has a certain adverse effect on the military satellite navigation signal receiver. The main role of this kind of attack is to interfere with the normal positioning of the receiver. The spoofer needs to design and implement the meaconing attack and add some spoofing strategies in order to increase the possibility of successful spoofing attacks.
In generating spoofing attack, the spoofing message is generated by the spoofer itself. Since military navigation messages are encrypted, generating spoofing attacks have a greater impact on civilian receivers that receive unencrypted satellite navigation messages. According to the civilian signal parameters and the civil satellite navigation message structures in the interface control document (ICD) [31] , the malicious spoofer can easily generate and falsify civilian signals. The spoofer will suppress the real signal by transmitting a high-power signal and induce the target receiver to follow the tracking loop of the deceptive signal. Compared with non-human interference, the most obvious feature of spoofing attacks is hiding. Non-human interference that refers to the interference caused by the channel or the natural environment in addition to people intentionally interfering with the navigation signals will reduce the accuracy of navigation positioning and timing functions.However, the navigation accuracy is not reduced under the spoofing attack, which makes it difficult for the receiver to detect and resist spoofing attacks [32] .
Spoofing attacks (see Figure 1 ) can also be classified into ''single star spoofing'' and ''multi-star spoofing''. Table 1 shows the meaning and classification of ''single star spoofing'' and ''multi-star spoofing''. The method designed in this paper mainly resists the ''same single-star spoofing'' based on the spoofing situation in Fig.1 [17] .
If the current receiver receives the m th satellite, under ''same single-star spoofing'', meaconing means that the satellite navigation message transponded by the spoofer is form the past m th satellite. Generated spoofing attack refers that a spoofer sends the m th satellite navigation messages containing tampering information.
When the spoofer launches ''same single-star spoofing'' based on Fig.1 , the receiver suffers from interference from the blocking signal during the process of receiving the navigation message. Therefore, the receiver can detect whether the receiver is subjected to a spoofing attack by verifying the continuity of the navigation messages. If the spoofer initiates meaconing, the receiver can authenticate the continuity of the currently received navigation message with the previously received navigation message while the message does not change. When the receiver found that the authentication cannot be successful, the receiver can determine that the current receiver is in the meancoining attack. If the spoofer initiates a generating spoofing attack, the receiver can authenticate the authenticity and integrity of the locating information. When the receiver found that the authentication fails, the receiver can determine that the current receiver is under the generating spoofing attack. Therefore, if the receiver can authenticate the time information and the basic navigation information in time, the meaconing and the generated spoofing attack will be resisted under the ''same single star spoofing''.
B. BEIDOU-II D2 NAVIGATION MESSAGE
The BD-II navigation messages consist of D1 and D2 navigation messages. In general, the number of D2 navigation messages received by the receiver is greater than the number of D1 navigation messages during a fixed period, even if only 5 GEO satellites broadcast the D2 information while 32 MEO satellites broadcast the D1 information. The reason is that the rate of D2 is 500 bps and the rate of D1 is 50 bps. Hence, a receiver is more likely to select the information of the D2 navigation message for position location. In view of this situation, the anti-spoofing method designed in this paper is mainly to protect the D2 navigation message.
The BeiDou D2 navigation message is transmitted in the form of main-frame, which consists of 5 subframes (subframe 1 to 5). Each subframe has its own page number, which is used to distinguish the same subframe of different main frames.
According to the basic navigation information and time information in the received messages from the four satellites, the receiver can calculate its own position information. Basic navigation information is a collection of parameters that contain weekly count, user range accuracy index, autonomous satellite health flag, clock correlation parameter and etc... With these parameters, the receiver can calculate the position information of the satellite. In the D2 navigation message, the basic navigation information is transmitted through ten consecutive subframes 1 which is called a group of subframe 1. It can be identified by page number 1 to page 10 to distinguish different subframes 1 as shown in the Fig. 2 .
The time information includes weekly count information and second of week (SOW) information. In the D2 navigation message, the weekly count information is distributed in page 1 of subframe 1 and updated every hour. The SOW is distributed in each subframe and updated every 0.06 seconds.
According to the previous analysis of the spoofing process in Fig. 1 and the structure of D2 navigation messages, the receiver needs to accomplish two missions to resist the ''same single star spoofing'' attack. The first one is satellite position information authentication, which can be completed by verifying the digital signature of the basic navigation information (BNI). The second one is time information authentication, which authenticates the continuity and authenticity of time information. Since the weekly count information belongs to the basic navigation information and is protected by the digital signature, the time information authentication refers to the authentication of the SOW. Based on the structure of the BeiDou-II D2 navigation message, the time information authentication can be classified into page time authentication and group time authentication. Page time authentication refers to detecting whether the SOW information between different pages in a group of subframes 1 is true and continuous. Group time authentication refers to detecting whether the SOW information between each group of subframes 1 is true and continuous. The receiver can authenticate time information by authenticating all group time information or authenticating all page time information. However, the authentication costs of the two methods are different. The receiver needs to select the appropriate method for time information authentication according to its own security requirements and hardware performance.
IV. BD-II NMA&SSI ANTI-SPOOFING SCHEME
Based on the above analysis of the satellite navigation system spoofing process and the analysis of the BeiDou-II D2 navigation message, the anti-spoofing method designed in this paper is shown in Fig. 3 .
The overall authentication framework shown in The ground control station uploads GPSSS (Generator Polynomial of Spectrum Spreading Sequence), BNI (Basic Navigation Information, which is important positioning information in Beidou-II D2 navigation message) and signature information to the satellite. The signature for BNI is generated by private key encryption. The private key, public key and key are generated in the ground control center. The symmetric key is used to generate ciphertext information on the satellite side and decrypt the ciphertext on the receiver. Symmetric key and public key will transmit to the receiver through the short message service or through the internet.
The satellite generates SOW through its own atomic clock. Based on SOW, group authentication information and page authentication information are generated. The group time authentication information and GPSSS is protected by ciphertext which is replaced the reserved bits in the navigation message to transmit. This ciphertext is encrypted by the symmetric key. The signature and the page time authentication information are protected by spread spectrum information, which is inserted between subframe 1 and subframe 2 in D2 navigation message. The location of the spread spectrum information and the ciphertext information is as shown in Fig. 4 . The satellite will broadcast the navigation message as shown in Fig 4. The normal navigation message (subframe 1 to 5) is modulated according to the spreading sequence specified in the ICD [31] (Referred to as ICD modulation).
The SSI modulated based on GPSSS, which is referred to as SSI modulation.
When the receiver receives the satellite signal, it needs to synchronize the signal (ie, capture and tracking). When the synchronization error of the received signal is within a certain controllable range, the receiver starts demodulating the satellite signals to obtain various information transmitted by the satellites. In BD-ICD [31] , each subframe has synchronization bit information which is fixed to 11100010010. As shown in Fig. 4 , the added synchronization bit information at the end of subframe 1 is Syn-bit 1, and the inherent synchronization bit information at the front of subframe 2 is Syn-bit2. The receiver obtains spread spectrum information by extracting information between Syn-bit 1 and Syn-bit 2. After the receiver extracts all the spread spectrum information in a group of subframes 1, the receiver uses the decrypted GPSSS to perform spread demodulation. When the receiver continuously receives and demodulates a group of subframes 1 (ie, 10 consecutive pages of subframe 1), the receiver will initiate group time verification, page time verification, and satellite position verification.
A. SM CRYPTOGRAPHY ALGORITHMS
The SM cryptography algorithm includes SM1, SM2, SM3, SM4, SM7 and SM9 issued by China cryptography administration. SM2 and SM9 algorithms were unanimously adopted as international standards at the 55th ISO/IEC Information Security Subcommittee (SC27) meeting. These two digital signature mechanisms are the main part of the ISO / IEC 14888-3 / AMD1 standard development project. SM2, SM3, SM4 are used in our scheme. The corresponding national standard codes for SM2, SM3, and SM4 are GB/T 32918.1/2/3/4-2016, GB/T32905-2016, and GB/T32907-2016. Their characteristics are shown in Table 2 . SM2 algorithm is firstly issued by the China State Cryptography Administration in 2012. It uses the private key to encrypt the plaintext. The output ciphertext is named signature. The ciphertext is decrypted by the public key. This process is called signature verification. The encryption strength of SM2 is stronger than RSA-2048 and its speed of encryption is faster than RSA-2048. The elliptic curve of the SM2 is derived from the ECC-256. The detailed process of SM2 signature generation and signature verification is shown in [12] , [13] .
SM3 algorithm is used for calculating the hash value of the bit string. The length of input bit string is uncertain. The length of output bit string is 256 bits. The main processes of SM3 are padding and contractive iteration, whose details are seen in the literature [14] .
SM4 algorithm is a block cipher algorithm with 128-bit data block and 128-bit key. On the encryption side, key extension algorithm adopts 32-round nonlinear iteration structure. The decryption algorithm is consistent with the structure of the encryption algorithm, and is only reversed in the order of the round keys [15] . The detail process of encryption and decryption reference literature [15] .
B. INFORMATION AUTHENTICATION
There are three kinds of information authentication processes involved in this method, namely group time authentication, page time authentication, and signature authentication. Their authentication process is as follows.
1) GROUP TIME AUTHENTICATION AND GPSSS
The group time authentication information and GPSSS transmitted by SM4 encryption. The specific structure of the ciphertext information is shown in Fig. 5 .
The GPSSS is used for demodulating the spread spectrum information that is inserted between subframe 1 and 2. Considering that satellite systems typically use an 11-stage shift register to generate a spreading code sequence [31] , GPSSS is generated using a shift register with a stage less than or equal to 11. In addition, a codebook of GPSSS is preset. The ID, an 8-bit data in Fig. 5 , represents GPSSS. The group time authentication information is used for proving that SOW is continuous in present and previous group of subframe 1. The group of subframe 1 is consisting of 10 pages, each page has a SOW. Its 12 least significant bits is used for authenticating. Hence, there are total 120 bits in 10 pages used as group time authentication information in Fig. 5 .
According to the number of reserved bits in subframe 1 of each page, the 128-bit ciphertext data is permutated. The result of permutation is illustrated in the Table 3 . When the receiver receives all the ciphertext in the Table 3 , the ciphertext will be decrypted by the SM4 algorithm. The receiver extracts GPSSS and group time authentication information from the decrypted ciphertext. The GPSSS is used for spreading spectrum demodulation. The group time authentication information is used for group time authentication. The process of group time authentication is shown in Fig. 6 .
As shown in Fig. 6 , in order to determine whether the received group of subframe 1 is true and continuous, the receiver compares the obtained SOW of the group of subframe 1 with the decrypted group time authentication information. If the two are consistent, the group time authentication is successful. If the two are inconsistent, the group time authentication fails, which means that the information may be spoofed and page time authentication is required.
2) PAGE TIME AUTHENTICATION AND SATELLITE LOCATION AUTHENTICATION
The SSI is inserted between the D2 navigation message subframe 1 and the subframe 2. The spread spectrum information includes page time authentication information and the signature. The purpose of adding spread spectrum information is to ensure the security of the authentication information which includes page time authentication information and the signature. Due to the lack of GPSSS, the spoofer cannot extract the spread spectrum information from the noise and modify the authentication information in advance. When the spoofing attack is performed, the continuity of the navigation message will be destroyed. Hence, the spoofing attack can be detected in time by the page time authentication. Furthermore, if the spoofer attempts to modify the basic navigation information, the receiver can determine whether the received satellite navigation information is untrustworthy or not by signature verification in the spread spectrum information.
Due to the long length of a signature, the signature is split into 10 parts and inserted into the spread spectrum information of the different pages of the subframe 1 respectively. Each part of the signature is called the signature fragment. As the page number is different, the length of the page time authentication information and the length of the signature fragment are also different. The length of the page time authentication information and the length of the signature fragment information corresponding to each page are as shown in Table 4 . Due to the presence of noise, the spread spectrum information may be disturbed, causing some of the information bits to be in error during transmission. In order to prevent from this happening, several check bits are inserted into spread spectrum information. For the purpose of avoiding to increase the hardware complexity of the satellite receiver due to the insertion of check bits in spread spectrum information, the check algorithm that uses the BCH (15,11,1) [31] , which is the same as that used in the BeiDou-II. During the transmission of spread spectrum information, an 11-bit data is input the BCH (15, 11, 1) algorithm, through calculation, 4-bit is output as check bits. The overall structure of spread spectrum information is shown in Fig. 7 . After receiving all the spread spectrum information corresponding to a group of subframe 1, the receiver uses the GPSSS to perform spread spectrum demodulation on the spread spectrum information. The demodulated information is shown in Fig. 7 . After the BCH check, the receiver extracts the signature fragment and page authentication information according to Table 4 . The receiver concatenates the signature fragments of each page to form 512-bit signature for signature authentication. In addition, the page time authentication information of each page will perform page time authentication according to the SOW information of the previous page.
a: PAGE TIME AUTHENTICATION
In the ten consecutive subframe 1, several the most significant bits (MSBs) in the SOW is same. Thus, the page time authentication information includes the several least significant bits (LSBs) of SOW in the previous subframe 1. The process of page time authentication is shown in the Fig.8 .
As is shown in the Fig. 8 , when the receiver demodulates the spread spectrum information, the page time authentication information will be compared with the corresponding SOW in the previous subframe 1. If the authentication is successful, it indicates that each page of subframe 1 is consecutive. If the authentication fails, the receiver may be subject to a blocking attack. The receiver receives the navigation message information discontinuously. The currently received navigation message may be a spoofing message. The receiver needs to perform signature verification on the currently received navigation message.
b: SATELLITE LOCATION AUTHENTICATION
Basic navigation information in a group of subframe 1 will be authenticated by the signature in the spread spectrum information. The process of signature verification is shown in Fig. 9 .
As shown in Fig. 9 , after the signature information is obtained, the receiver generates a digest value for the received basic navigation information by the SM3 algorithm. The receiver uses the digest value and the public key information as input to verify the signature. If the verification is successful, it indicates that the basic navigation information received by the receiver is true, otherwise, the receiver is under spoofed. The receiver needs to delete the spoofing message and uses the navigation message from other satellites to realize the positioning service.
C. KEYS UPDATING
In the navigation message, the signature is verified by the public key and the ciphertext is decrypted by the symmetric key. Users can update these keys in two ways. One through the short message service (SMS) of BeiDou navigation system. The other through the digital certificate stored on the internet.
All receivers have a same master key of 256 bits, which is protected by the high-strength cryptographic algorithm. This algorithm is only known to the receiver manufacturer and not disclosed to the public.
The process of symmetric key updating is shown in Fig. 10 . A set of plaintexts is repeatedly encrypted, that is multiple iterations, using the SM4 cryptographic algorithm with a fixed key called input key or master key. According to SM4 standard [15] , the contents of input key could be same with plaintext. Therefore, this scheme sets the input key to be the same as the plaintext content in the SM4 encryption process, and the number of repeated encryptions is equal to the number of iterations. The number of iterations can be updated by key update information.
The updated symmetric key is the result of multiple iterations of SM4 encryption. The iterations of SM4 encryption is described in the update message. As long as the user updates the number of iterations, the user can update the symmetric key through the SM4 algorithm, which avoids the leakage of information caused by publicly transmitting the symmetric key.
1) THE KEY UPDATE THROUGH THE SMS
Since SMS lacks protection for transmitted information, the spoofer can forge SMS messages to spoof the receiver. When the public key and the number of iteration are updated by SMS, the transmission information needs to be encrypted and authenticated. In order to achieve this function of encryption and authentication, the receiver needs to obtain the preset key from the Internet in advance.
Each receiver has a unique preset data packet which can be downloaded from the website of receiver manufacturer when the receiver is firstly used. The preset data packet contains the preset key and its authentication information. The data packet is encrypted by the master key for transmission. Once the receiver updates the keys through SMS, the preset key will be obtained from the data packet, as shown in Fig. 11 .
As shown in the Fig. 11 , once the receiver has downloaded its own data packet, the receiver will automatically obtain the ciphertext. Only the master key that protected by the master key protection module can be used for decrypting the ciphertext to obtain the plaintext. The plaintext consists of the preset key and its digest value, named digest 1. Meanwhile, another digest value, denoted as digest 2, is calculated by the SM3 algorithm on the obtained preset key in the receiver. If the digest 1 is the same as the digest 2, the receiver will save the preset data packet previously downloaded from the website. Otherwise, the preset information packet should be deleted and the data packet should be re-downloaded. For purpose of security consideration, the preset key is deleted after the key exchange process was completed.
In the process of SMS key update, symmetric encryption algorithm and asymmetric encryption algorithm are used for data protection. These two algorithms are determined by the receiver manufacturer in consultation with the ground control center. In order to ensure the security and reliability of the two cryptographic algorithms, specific algorithm details are not disclosed to the user. Both algorithms are solidified in the receiver chip. When SMS is used for key update, the programs of the two algorithms are activated. The process of keys update through SMS is shown in the Fig. 12 . There are a few kinds of keys are involved in the process of key exchange through the SMS, for a clearer expression, the abbreviations of keys and others are shown in Table 5 .
The receiver will send a request message attached its own ID to the ground control station when Key Public and N ITER need to be updated. The request is a message that encrypted by a symmetric encryption algorithm with Key Preset . Once the encrypted request message is received by the ground control station, it gets the corresponding Key Preset from the preset key database on the basis of the receiver's ID. After the encrypted request message is decrypted by Key Preset , a signature of the Key Public , N ITER and the ID groupkeys is generated by an asymmetric encryption algorithm with Key Private . Then, the receiver through Key Preset encryption receive Key Public , N ITER , the ID groupkeys and their signature. When receiver obtains the content of cyphertext, it will recover Key Public and verify the signature through the received Key Public . The receiver will transmit a confirmation information to the ground control station and update Key Group (contains Key Public and N ITER ) once the verification is successful. Otherwise, the receiver will delete this Key Group , ID groupkeys and signature, and transmit a request to ground control station again.
2) THE KEY UPDATE THROUGH DIGITAL CERTIFICATE
In our scheme, this digital certificate meets the standard of X509. A digital certificate maily contains the number of version, the number of certificate serial, the validity of certificate, SM2 public key, the name of issuer and subject name. SM2 public key mainly contains Key Public and the N ITER which is used for generating current symmetric key. The subject name is the code number of key management center in ground control station. The number of certificate serial is the ID of the Key Group . After the certificate is invalid, the user needs to update the certificate through the Internet.
D. OVERALL AUTHENTICATION PROCESS
The overall information authentication process includes the message sending process at the transmitting end, the message receiving and authentication process at the receiving end. Through the analysis of the message receiving and authentication process, the scheme is further simplified and the anti-spoofing performance of the scheme is theoretically analyzed.
1) THE MESSAGE SENDING PROCESS
The procedures of message transmitting are shown in Fig. 13 .
The content of GPSSS and group time authentication information should be encrypted by SM4 to obtain the ciphertext before the satellite transmitting messages. The ciphertext replaces the corresponding reserved bits, which is shown in the Table 3 . Meanwhile, the signature is generated by using SM2 and SM3 algorithms. The signature is split and combined with the page time authentication information, which is illustrated in the Table 4 .
The check bits in these two kinds of information are generated by the BCH. Both of two messages are modulated by the respective spread spectrum sequences. The time spent in each procedure is shown in Table 6 . Although many steps are taken before the message is transmitted, there is no significant time delay during the normal message transmitting. This situation is due to two reasons. One is that the ciphertext of the GPSSS and group time authentication information are generated before the next message transmitting. The other is that the satellite can get basic navigation information from the ground segment in advance and the signature is generated before the message transmitting. Therefore, the delay of signature generating does not affect the normal message transmitting. In general, these steps would not affect the normal message transmission excessively.
2) THE MESSAGE RECEIVING AND AUTHENTICATION PROCESS
The process of message authentication is shown in Fig. 14 . 1) When Syn-bit 1 in the subframe 1 are received by receiver, the receiver stores the SSI. In our scheme, the storage time is about 0.15s.(SSI length is 75 bit and D2 navigation message transmitting speed is 500 bps, so SSI transmission takes 0.15s) Then, receiver continues to receive and demodulate the message of subframe 2. 2) After a group of subframe 1 is received by the receiver and the errors are corrected through the BCH code, the ciphertext is extracted from the navigation message. This ciphertext is decrypted by using the symmetric key of SM4 algorithm to get two types of information, the GPSSS and group time authentication information. The former is used for SSI demodulation. The latter is used for authenticating a group of SOW information.
In order to verify the continuity of group time, it is necessary to compare the SOW in the received previous group of subframe 1 with received group time authentication information. If the comparison result is completely consistent, then the subframe 1 in the two groups will be true and time-continuous. Otherwise, the satellite navigation message may be fake. In this case, it is necessary to authenticate the page time and verify the integrity of the basic navigation information. 3) After performing the BCH code correcting on demodulated SSI, the page time authentication information and the signature of the basic navigation information are extracted. 4) For the purpose of performing page time authentication, it is necessary to compare the SOW in the received previous subframe 1 with the page time authentication information. If the comparison result is completely consistent, then the subframe 1 in the two pages will be true and time-continuous. Otherwise, the satellite navigation message may be fake. In this case, it is necessary to verify the signature of the basic navigation information. 5) The obtained signature in step 3) is verified by the public key of SM2 algorithm and the digest of the received basic navigation information. If the signature verified successfully, the basic navigation information is trustable. Otherwise, it is fake. The receiver needs to delete the spoofing message and use the navigation message from other satellites to implement the positioning service. It should be noted that the digest information of basic navigation information is obtained through the calculation of SM3 algorithm.
3) AUTHENTICATION TIME CONSUMING AND SCHEME SIMPLIFICATION
The time consumption of each procedure in the Fig 14 is shown in Table 7 . In BD-II-NMA&SSI scheme, the core is to verify the authenticity of time information (group time and page time) and the basic navigation information. With the update of navigation information, there are two cases of authentication of navigation information. First, when the basic navigation information has not changed (not updated within one hour [31] ), only one successful authentication is required, and the basic navigation information that pass the authentication is retained. Second, when basic navigation information changes, it is necessary to verify its integrity in time.
If the receiver's authentication requirements for navigation message are not too high, it is only necessary to perform authentication on group time. The page time information does not need to be authenticated during the entire process. When the basic navigation information does not change, the signature information only needs to be authenticated once. In this case, for a low-demand anti-spoofing receiver, it is not necessary to always demodulate the spread spectrum information including the signature fragment and the page time authentication information. Therefore, for the low-demand anti-spoofing receiver, only the group time information authentication and the navigation message demodulation are time-consuming under the condition that the basic navigation information does not change. The authentication time consuming in two cases is shown in Table 8 .
Therefore, based on the different requirements of antispoofing, selecting the appropriate authentication scheme can reduce the authentication time. 
4) THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF ANTI-SPOOFING PERFORMANCE
From the perspective of the spoofer, the spoofer may perform spoofing attacks as shown in Table 9 . BD-II NMA&SSI scheme can effectively resist these spoofing attacks, and the specific resistance process is as shown in Table 9 . From the perspective of the receiver, the receiver may bring different authentication results for the three authentication methods. The combination of these different authentication results can determine whether the current received signal is subject to a spoofing attack or not. The specific analysis is shown in Table 10 . Table 10 shows that the proposed BD-II-NMA&SSI scheme can detect spoofing attacks from three aspects, group time authentication, page time authentication and signature verification, though the spoofer adopts different spoofing attacks.
V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, an experimental framework was built, as shown in Fig. 15 . Two kind of tools are used to perform the experiments. The MATLAB platform is used for simulating the satellite navigation message transmitting and receiving process. The Visual Studio-OPENSSL platform is used for accomplishing message encryption, decryption, signature generating, message verification and etc. In this experiment, our method for updating the key is obtained by downloading a digital certificate from the Internet.
In the part of raw data collection, the related devices and configuration are shown in the Table 11 . The data used in the experiment is the real-time BeiDou-II navigation satellite signal received in North China. The details of the experimental data are shown in Table 12 .
The part of navigation message generation and the part of navigation message transmission are illustrated in section V part A. In the key update process, the default is that the receiver has obtained the correct keys through the digital certificate. The receiver can perform navigation message authentication based on these keys. In the section V part B, the performance analysis for the three authentication methods (group time authentication, page time authentication, satellite location authentication) in this scheme is described. 
A. VERIFICATION PROCEDURES
The verification procedures are shown as follows.
a: Key generation The parameter of elliptic curve in the SM2 algorithm has been illustrated in the reference [13] According to these parameters, the public key and private key of SM2 is generated. The symmetric key of SM4 is a group of random number.
b
: Message encryption
The plaintext consists of the GPSSS and group time authentication information. In the simulation, the ID of codebook presents the GPSSS. The codebook of the GPSSS refers to the PN code table in the BD-II ICD [31] of different satellites. In our scheme, the GPSSS uses the PN code of satellite No.13.
c: The signature generating The signature of the basic navigation information is generated by the private key of SM2 algorithm.
d: Generating satellite navigation signal with authentication function
The synchronization bits (Syn-bit 1) of the spread spectrum messages are the barker codes ''1111100110101'' and the synchronization bits (Syn-bit 2) of normal messages are also barker codes ''11100010010''. All the messages get the check bits through the BCH (15, 11, 1) . Finally, the normal subframe 1 message is 300bits and the spread spectrum information of each subframe is 75 bits. e: Transmitting process The noise of the transmitting channel is gauss noise. According to relationship between carrier-to-noise (CNR) and signal-to-noise (SNR) in the literature [33] , the relationship is shown in (1) . The center frequency of BD-II signal (B1I) is 1561.098MHz and the 1 dB bandwidth of it is 4.092MHz. The sample frequency (f s ) is 8.184MHz.
According to the Table 12 , the average CNR is 43.4209dB. Calculated by formula (1), the SNR is no more than -25.69dB. The modulation and demodulation process are shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 .
B. SIGNAL VERIFICATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
In the simulation, after BCH check and accomplishing the relative steps of signal verification, both the true and fake signals are tested. The test for time consuming and noise effect are shown as follows. 
a: Time Consuming
Owning to signal verification process, some steps will be added to the normal signal transmitting and receiving. The consumed time is shown in the Table 13 and Table 14 .
Taking the consumption time listed in Table 13 and Table 14 into account, the total time for transmitting the message is only 0.569 seconds. The time taken to insert the authentication spread spectrum information in the navigation message is 0.03 seconds. This time is very short and can be ignored during the information transmission process. When the receiver receives all the authentication message, the authentication result will be gotten before receiving subframe 3. The reason is that the total time consumed in the message receiving process is only 0.4485 seconds, which is less than 0.6 seconds per subframe. On the condition that the receiver does not receive all the authentication message, the receiver needs to wait 45 seconds and receive the authentication message of next group.
b: Noise effect Due to our scheme based on the navigation message and cryptography algorithm, the authentication results should be correct when there is no bit error caused by the noise. Therefore, the power of noise affects not only the results of error correction of BCH, but also the detection of probability (P d ).
In the experiment, when the SNR is gradually decreasing, the probability of the detection result is shown in Fig. 18 . In the experimental environment, the carrier-to-noise ratio is 43.4209dB, and the corresponding signal-to-noise ratio is −25.69dB. According to the analysis in Fig. 18 , our scheme can resist the spoofing attack under this SNR.
The authentication success rate of signature, group time authentication and page time authentication are P1, P2 and P3. In Fig. 18 , when the SNR is lower than -33dB, P1 begins to below 100%. When the SNR is lower than -35dB, P1, P2 and P3 all below 100%. Overall, the signature authentication rate curve drops faster than the other two. The reason is that the signature contains more authentication information than the other two. In the case of large noise, the signature authentication information is more prone to error.
Considering that the navigation message is repeated broadcast, when the authentication rate of P1, P2 and P3 exceed a certain threshold, the authentication can be considered successful. In the optimized scheme, the detection rate of the scheme can be expressed as follows.
When the threshold values are 0.99 and 0.995, this scheme is compared with the scheme of T. Humpheys [28] applied in the BeiDou-II D2 navigation message. The comparison results are shown in Fig. 19 . In Fig. 19 , our scheme has a better resistance to noise than the scheme of T. Humpheys in the same SNR conditions. The reason is that only the basic navigation information is certified in this scheme, while T. Humpheys' scheme authenticates the overall message. To general chip receivers, its positioning results are based on basic navigation information, and less attention is paid to ionospheric parameters and other information. Therefore, this scheme is suitable for the actual portable receiver or chip receiver. In addition, the threshold value can be adjusted as the receiver at different locations to improve the anti-noise performance of the scheme.
C. COMPARISON
Combining with the other studies about anti-spoofing based on the NMA, the comparison among their feature and performance is shown in Table 15 . The SM2, SM3 and SM4 algorithms are independently developed by State Cryptography Administration. SM2 has become an international standard. SM3 and SM4 are also gradually recognized internationally. The random number generator of SM2, SM3 and SM4 algorithms designed by State Cryptography Administration. The design of random number generator details are not open to the public, which guarantees the security of our scheme. As is illustrated in the Table 9 in section IV, under the circumstance that the spoofer only replays the past message and the signature is not modified in the ''same single-star spoofing'', our scheme can detect it but the scheme of Tang Chao [30] or the scheme of T. Humpheys [28] cannot. The reason is that our scheme can detect the continuity of navigation messages. Our scheme also protects the signature and time authentication message from being modified by using the spread spectrum modulation, which prevents some special circumstances, for instance, private key leakage.
VI. CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis of the spoofing attack, this paper proposed an anti-spoofing method of BD-II-NMA&SSI based on the D2 satellite navigation message. We use SM4 algorithm to encrypt time authentication messages. The SM2&SM3 algorithms are used for generating the signature. Also, we conceal it into the D2 navigation message with the spread spectrum modulation technology. The paper has proven that through this scheme can successfully detect the ''same single-star spoofing attack''. The research also shows that the encryption and verification time are not affect the operation of satellite navigation system excessively. The effect between the gauss noise power and detection probability has also been tested in the simulation to evaluate the performance of this scheme.
In future research, interference like multipath signals, block signals, etc., can be considered to test our scheme. The research will use the authentication protocol (like TESLA) to avoid changing of frame structure and achieve the aim related to this paper.
